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Magazine set the stage for the birth of a style. The Great Depression had just ended, and a new
generation was hungry for stylish and creative ways to express themselves. Life celebrated this

eagerness with a set of stylish photos and a forward-looking editorial. As a generation of teens came
of age, and fashion was becoming more daring, Jackie Kennedy became the most photographed

woman in America. Jackie's style — showing a daring desire for fashionable modernity in the face of
conservative social norms — was a revolutionary force. The author of Living Fashion: The Life and

Work of Coco Chanel and Style Wars, Marjorie Bartlett Griffin, explores the styles behind these
photographs, as well as how photographers like Jay Emmett pioneered the images we've come to

admire. Critical Acclaim The new book is a fascinating look at five decades of photographic history.
Much of the history is familiar but the way Griffin presents it here is fascinating.... It is a classic book
in its field that will enlighten and entertain fans of fashion as well as social history. …There is more in

Life Stories than just what is on the surface. Learn why it continues to be a seminal magazine for
photographers; the subject matter; fashion trends and the story that inspired the images. … Its value

lies in the documentary nature of the book; for example, the history of the photographer and the
people who inspired and worked with him or her to create those iconic images. …There is enough
breadth to effectively showcase this truly remarkable documentation of a significant chapter in

fashion history. Journalist and author Annie Leibovitz is seen with her trio of icons—Jackie, Marilyn,
and Diana, photographed at the powder room in the White House—in a
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a function with variables from a different function I'm creating a code that calculates the area (A)

and perimeter (P) of a triangle. I can't use any functions other than math.sqrt() and math.sin(), and
that's all. My problem is this: I want it to read in an input 6d1f23a050
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